
OTHER ADVERTISING OPTIONS
SponSorShip
Within the publication there are a select number 
of sponsorship opportunities, which are attractive 
options for companies who wish to complement 
a particular marketing campaign or to gain brand 
awareness.  These include Letter Tray, Technical 
Tips, Wordsearch, People on the Move and 
What’s New and can be booked for a minimum 
of five editions.  Please enquire about rates and 
availability.

inSertS
Whether your preference is for loose or bound 
inserts, we can provide you with a quotation 
based on weight and quantity, either for the full 
circulation, specific job titles or geographical 
areas.

Direct Mail
This can be organised through our independent 
mailing house and a quotation provided on 
the level of fulfilment required.  The price will 
depend for example, if you need to mail merge on 
company letterheads; require envelopes; insert 
more than one item; require inserts to be folded; 
want to mail to demographic or geographic areas 
of the circulation etc.  The mailing house will 
provide you with the most cost efficient method 
of postage and this will need to be paid in 
advance directly to them.

e-ShotS
Email marketing is an extremely effective way to 
support your print and advertising programme, 
whether you want to acquire new customers 
or maintain a relationship with existing ones.  
PHAM News currently has over 15,000 
available email addresses on its database and you 
have the option of either providing the complete 
e-shot to our specification or alternatively, we can 
assist you with the layout and content.  Following 
the mailing, you will be given full analytic results 
including opens, unique clicks, bounces etc. and 
you will also receive the email addresses of the 
clicks for your sales people to follow up.  Rates 
and specification details are available on request.  

online anD Digital
PHAM News will shortly be updating its online 
offering with a brand new website, giving visitors 
added value and continuing to provide the 
same quality of news and information that the 
publication has been delivering for over 50 years.  
Please contact the sales team to enquire about 
availability and rates for banner advertising, 
skyscrapers and the suppliers’ directory.  During 
2014 we will also be introducing our regular 
newsletter with further sponsorship opportunities 
available to advertisers.

Sponsored by

One of our members recently attended a 

major water leak on a four year old boiler. 

The customer believed that the warranty said 

that in the first instance he should call the 

installer, and that any charge by the installer 

for this out of hours call would be met under 

the terms of the warranty. How wrong he was!

This resulted in a very enlightening 

discussion on Twitter where we were told “It’s 

industry standard that installers are called 

out under these extended warranties and 

that manufacturers do not expect installers 

to either charge them or the customer, even 

if it’s their product that is at fault.”

From OPGO members’ point of view there 

are several issues that we wish to raise.

1) As it’s claimed to be industry standard, 

one assumes this is another of those HHIC 

initiatives (like the boiler commissioning 

procedure with its 350ppm CO limit) that is 

imposed on RGEs without any consultation, 

without any consideration as to how it 

impacts on the rest of us. (If that’s the case 

then we look forward to HHIC’s reply.)

2) Those installers who ‘fit and forget’ have 

no need to worry about extended warranties 

as they do not provide aftersales services. 

Where it does impact is those RGEs who want 

to care for their customers and will be faced 

with possibly seven years having to attend 

boiler faults free of charge.

3) Many manufacturers are now asking 

for money upfront before they attend an 

under warranty job in case it turns out to 

be a control fault rather than the boiler itself. 

Customers have been quoted up to £75 for 

this service, which seems quite excessive 

if they are then unable to rectify the fault.

So why then is it acceptable for a 

manufacturer to charge to diagnose a control 

fault but not acceptable for a RGE to charge to 

diagnose a fault with one of their appliances?

Eventually after several e-mails by the 

customer and the OPGO members campaign 

on Twitter, the boiler manufacturer 

concerned agreed to meet the (under 

guarantee) customer’s costs, but surely we 

shouldn’t have to go to such lengths with 

every case that may crop up?

We understand the cost implications for 

manufacturers, but for the reputation of our 

industry there has to be a more equitable 

way of dealing with this problem.

Trading standards advise that the terms 

and conditions of warranties are read before 

purchasing an appliance, so for the sake of 

transparency we would like to see all boiler 

manufacturers prominently display their 

terms and conditions on their websites.

Barry Matthews

Organisation of Professional Gas Operatives

Extended warranty terms  

The recent Perkins review calls upon parents, 

teachers, employers and Government to 

unite to address the shortage of engineers 

in the UK.

It’s encouraging to see that an engineering 

week arranged recently in Scarborough 

attracted a high turnout of young 

students, enabling them to interact with 

fun demonstrations and talk to friendly 

faces in what is often perceived to be an 

intimidating industry.

It’s less encouraging however, to see that 

some armchair critics have criticised the 

Government when it has finally made positive 

steps to unite the disparate engineering and 

manufacturing communities.

The UK has heritage of innovation. But 

despite being one of our greatest exports, our 

knowledge base has been eroded in recent 

years by the rapid growth of Asian markets. 

The Government’s announcement of £49m 

in funding to address the skills shortage, 

therefore, is welcome news.

The rapid pace of technological innovation 

means that by the time students leave 

university, their understanding of the 

industry may be outdated. At Harmonic 

Drive we have just initiated a programme 

to work with final year and postgraduate 

students to provide up to date robotics and 

transmission knowledge.

I would call on other SMEs and small 

businesses to engage with your local 

community in bringing about this long 

awaited change to the industry in similar 

ways. Don’t leave it all to big business and 

Government. Perhaps then we can be justified 

in our armchair criticism.

Graham Mackrell

MD of Harmonic Drive

Stafford

Shortage of 
engineers

heating engineers is central, but despite 

this opportunity, we must also be cautious.

In a marketplace which may encourage 

more consumers to tackle ‘quick fixes’ 

themselves or call on the services of a so-

called ‘cowboy tradesman’, the industry 

has a vital role to play in further advising 

consumers on the importance of hiring 

qualified heating engineers. We must become 

even more vigilant in maintaining high 

standards of professionalism, safety and 

quality.

At Plumbfix, we believe it is now more 

essential than ever that we work hard as 

an industry to keep pace with changing 

developments and in helping to ensure 

consumers choose to use fully trained heating 

engineers. We are committed to supporting 

our customers in helping them to navigate 

an increasingly complex marketplace and 

working closely with them to offer a range of 

energy saving products from brand leading 

names and an accessible service, both over 

the counter and via our catalogue to meet 

the needs of consumers looking to reduce 

their energy costs.

Sandra Everett

Senior Marketing Manager, Plumbfix

Thanks for a 
useful issue
May I congratulate you on an excellent and 

valuable issue (vol 51 issue 10) I received 

today and which I had difficulty keeping 

when I showed it to some central heating 

engineers!

Your features on ‘System Treatment’ and 

‘Heat Recovery’ are of great help.

One interesting point is that whilst many 

of your articles/adverts include claims 

for heating efficiency savings, I have 

had no luck with radiator manufacturers 

highlighting the energy efficiency between 

their old/new ranges or as when compared 

to their competitors. It’s sad that such 

savings seem unimportant!

Your section on ‘system treatment’ of 

course includes many ‘savings’ – perhaps 

so many that if one were to implement 

them all one would almost need no energy!

More information about the Green 

Deal would be very welcome. So far all 

our attempts to pursue projects via the 

Green Deal have – despite being assessed 

and agreed – have failed to make progress. 

Enquiries made to MPs have also proved 

unenlightening. Such is life!

This copy will be used and retained for 

some time.

Barry Kelland

Via email

Energy bills
No one can deny that energy price hikes are 

now front of mind for many of us and it is a 

topic that we at Plumbfix have followed with 

interest, both on behalf of our customers and 

as a business.

As we all look to meet the challenge of 

increasing energy prices, much can be done 

by plumbers to help their customers reduce 

their energy use and costs, and in turn develop 

their own businesses.

With rising prices encouraging consumers 

to tackle their energy bills head on, we believe 

there will be an increasing awareness of, and 

interest in, energy saving measures. This 

is where the role of qualified, professional
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We used to be registered CORGI 

engineers, now reluctantly we are Gas 

Safe engineers under the jurisdiction 

of Capita.

Many colleges of further and higher 

education train carpenters, bricklayers, 

electricians, plumbing, heating, gas and 

ventilation workers – these colleges 

are currently handing out Gas Safe 

certificates like confetti, without the 

workers being properly trained.

The gas industry has been deregulated 

and undermined by Capita. The 

Government should have a long hard 

look at our industry. We as workers in 

the industry would bring back CORGI 

as the compliance body.

90% of private landlords do not 

keep updated evidence of gas check 

certificates, making it very difficult for 

gas engineers to sign off gas appliances 

as safe and serviced.

Kenneth Barr

MD of Eco Home Upgrades

Manchester

Time to bring back CORGI£100 Star Letter

The Editor welcomes letters from readers on 

all aspects of the industry. Letters can be sent 

by email or post but must have a return name, 

phone number and address (not for publication).

Please address your letters to:

The Editor, PHAM News, 1b Station Square, 

Flitwick, Bedfordshire, MK45 1DP

or email to: editor@phamnewsedit.co.uk

What’s Your View?

Mira drops Flight

price down

To take advantage of this great price drop ring 0844 571 5000 or visit

http://www.mirashowers.co.uk/wheretobuy/landing.htm for the nearest stockist now!

Mira Showers has dropped the prices of its market-

leading Flight shower trays by up to 50% thanks to

savings resulting from a £6m investment in a state-

of-art factory in Hull. 

Advanced production techniques, economies of

scale and improved logistics have all contributed to

cutting costs and Mira is sharing the dividend with

its loyal installers by knocking up to half off the

price of its Flight trays.

And because that investment is in technology and

UK manufacturing; you can be sure that the quality is

everything you would expect from Mira – just great.
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Technical Tips
Sponsors of

FITTING MIXER SHOWERSWhat are some of the key things to consider when installing 

a mixer shower? Peter Manning, Bristan’s Technical Services 

Manager, offers advice on how to ensure a successful installation.
The effectiveness of a mixer shower is 
largely dependant on a good hot water 
supply from a boiler or cylinder, and whether 
the cold water pressure is constant and both 
hot and cold water supplies are (preferably) 
balanced. It is therefore vital to select a 
shower in accordance with the property’s 
water pressure, as well as the boiler and/
or water heating system installed.   In some cases there might not be enough 

hot water to meet demand, so this should 
be checked first. If a mixer shower is fitted 
in a property with an unsuitable water 
system this could lead to poor performance 
and costly call backs.  For homes where the water pressure is 

low, a mixer shower can be used with a 
shower booster pump plumbed in between 
the water supply and the shower. While 
the pump will increase the rate of water 
flow for a luxurious shower experience, 
water usage may be as much as three 
times greater than with a standard electric 
shower. This could be very costly to run 
for customers, with increased energy costs 
to reheat a greater volume of stored hot 
water and increased water usage.Siting the showerMixer showers can be wall mounted above a 

bath or neatly installed within an enclosure.
In retrofit installations fitting a new shower 
in the same place as the existing one 
is always going to be the easiest, most 
cost-effective approach, causing minimal 
damage to tiles and décor and reducing 
inconvenience for the customer. There are 
so many mixer showers on the market that 
finding a design to complement existing 
basin and bath taps/mixers should be an 
easy task. 

New projects obviously present a lot more 
scope in terms of styling and aesthetics 
– and it can pay dividends to keep on top 
of the latest trends so that customers can 
be advised accordingly.    The connection centres of an exposed 

shower valve are usually 150 +/- 1mm or 
153 +/- 1mm. Connection to a concealed 
valve is more involved, and generally 
the dimensions have less commonality.  
If the shower valve is to be fitted into a 
solid wall it needs to be chased out to 
allow the valve to sit at the correct depth, 
receive the water supply pipes and allow 
connection to either a shower arm and 

fixed shower head or a wall outlet and 
flexible shower hose. Any flexible hose 
and handset installation must meet any 
backflow prevention requirements.Staying safe

When installing a mixer shower it is 
now considered best practice to opt 
for a thermostatic type or an ancillary 
thermostatic mixing valve (TMV) – especially 
if there are young children or vulnerable 
adults in the household. Both options 
regulate the shower’s outlet temperature 
and will react to any fluctuations in the water 
supply pressure/temperature to maintain 
the required shower temperature, and will 
also shut down in the event that either the 
hot or cold water supply should cease.  If a TMV is selected it must be suitable 

for the water supply system it is being 
used with – and it is important to position 
it correctly to ensure it can do its job 
effectively. Once the TMV is installed 
it must be commissioned to ensure the 
maximum temperature of mixed water 
delivered is not too hot (the typical maximum 
temperature for a shower is 43°C).In addition to scalding risks, exposed 

shower valve bodies can also cause a safety 
hazard, especially if users are likely to lose 
their balance and inadvertently touch or 
grab the shower valve to steady themselves.  
So, to further reduce the risk of scalds in the 
bathroom there are now showers available 
that remain cool to the touch. Water saving

In recent years we have seen a growing 
demand for water efficient products and, in 
line with the Code for Sustainable Homes 
and Part G of the Building Regulations, 
sustainability has become an important 
factor in the design of showering products.Some showers are supplied with optional 

flow regulators, which, when fitted, can 
provide flows from as little as four litres 
per minute. Flow regulators can also be 
retrofitted between a mixer body/shower 
valve outlet connection and the shower 
hose or, if a TMV product is fitted on a combi 
heating system, between the mixer body 
and both shower valve inlet connections 
to ensure the valve’s performance is 
maintained during colder winter months.  
For more info visit: www.bristan.com

Improvements have been made to the NoCalc system of protection against limescale build-up in the home. Now, each dispensing cartridge treats up to 50,000 litres of water, so homes need only replace cartridges two to four times a year.  The refill cartridges also include an integrated sound indicator as a reminder when the cartridge needs replacing. It only activates when the tap is switched on. In addition, a red ball indicator drops inside the cartridge to indicate that it’s time for replacement.   All NoCalc starter packs include a universal con-nector set. The set contains 

two Kiwa approved brass connectors that offer a short female ¾inch straight thread. This ensures it takes up less space. It can be fitted to the NoCalc Starter set in seconds by using a fibre washer (no PFT tape 

required). The connectors fit on 22 and 15mm copper pipe through a compression fitting, ensuring that the right connectors are always at hand.  

From Thermal Earth comes the Attack combined biomass boiler, able to burn both split logs and wood pellets. With a large 160 litre feeding chamber, 

the boiler automatically changes between fuels and accepts logs up to 560mm long. It has a heat output of 25kW using wood and 30kW when burning pellets and can continuously burn at full output for 6 hours. 
Suitable for resi-dential or commer-cial heating, the At-tack can integrate with UFH, radiators, domestic hot water and solar thermal. It features a touch screen display and come with an optional control for use with PCs or Smartphones. With a fully automatic burner, the boiler has 

combustion efficiency of 92.2% from wood and 93.8% with pellets.
Once the logs in the wood chamber have burnt out, the boiler automatically starts the pellet burning process to provide continuous heating.  The boilers feature an inbuilt vacuum system as standard to suck pellets from hand filling or bulk storage.

The Attack combined boiler carries several safety features including an emergency thermostat, an integrated after-cooling circuit, electronic warning signals and an electrical lock on the main door.  

The AVS Unit Heater has been designed by Jaga to be unobtrusive while providing powerful and quick space heating. It also achieves better temperature distribution, yet consumes less energy than traditional space heating solutions.Equipped with Jaga’s Air Venturi System (AVS) technology, which mixes heated and ambient air, the Unit Heater provides the highest level of heating comfort, in even big spaces like manufacturing facilities and industrial areas. AVS technology keeps the exhaust temperature lower, which greatly reduces the 

up-draught, giving an even temperature, faster heating up times and better energy efficiency.
With a heat output from 5 to 78kW, the Unit Heater is 

also fitted with Jaga’s Low H2O technology, resulting in faster response times. This, coupled with an energy-efficient EC motor, helps keep energy consumption to a minimum.
The Jaga AVS Unit Heat-er is available as wall and ceiling mounting options to suit varying installation needs. It has been designed without any visible screws or rivets and is finished with a grey dirt-repellent lacquer. Optional acces-sories include modulat-ing louvres, thermostatic speed controllers and fresh air inlets.
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